All that glitters isn’t gold: The complexities of usage statistics as an assessment tool for digital libraries

Abstract

Purpose

Digital collection assessment has focused mainly on evaluating systems, metadata, and usability. While usage evaluation is discussed in the literature, there are no standard criteria and methods for how to perform assessment on usage effectively. This article asserts that usage statistics have complexities that prohibit meaningful interpretation and assessment. The authors aim to discover the problems inherent in the assessment of digital collection usage statistics and propose solutions to address such issues.

Approach

This article identifies and demonstrates five inherent problems with usage statistics that need to be addressed when doing assessment for digital collections using the statistics of assessment tools on local digital repositories. The authors then propose solutions to resolve the problems that present themselves upon such analysis.

Findings

The authors identified five problems with digital collection usage statistics. Problem one is the difficulty of distinguishing different kinds of Internet traffic. Problem two is the lack of direct correlation of a digital item to its multiple URLs, so statistics from external web analytics tools are not ideal. Problem three is the analytics tools’ inherent bias in statistics that are counted only in the positive way. Problem four is the different interaction between digital collections with search engine indexing. Problem five is the evaluator’s bias towards simple growing statistics over time for surmising a positive usage assessment. Because of these problems, statistics on digital collections do not properly measure a digital library’s value.

Value

This article identifies five problems that need to be addressed before a meaningful assessment of digital collection usage statistics can take place. The article ends with a call for evaluators to try to solve or mitigate the stated problems for their digital collections in their own evaluations.
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Introduction

Beginning in the 1990s, institutional digital libraries and collection arose across a variety of specialties and geographic locations. (For the purposes of this article, digital libraries and digital collections refer to the digitized and born-digital items found in institutional repositories and special collections.) This variety led to a proliferation of methods, both theoretical and practical, for digital collection assessment. These methods are focused on how libraries created these collections, such as the systems used, metadata implemented, and usability of the website. What is lacking from the current literature is a standardized model for usage assessment of these digital collections, or evaluating how much the collection is actually being utilized by online patrons. Without this model, digital collection curators are not able to evaluate if their digital collections are increasing, maintaining, or losing their value for the institution. The digital collection management field has not yet been able to address a standardized method to evaluate usage statistics.

The authors attempted to evaluate two digital collections’ usage over time and found five problems with usage statistics when looking at views or page views. This article discusses and reviews the inherent problems with views and page views statistics as an assessment tool in detail. The authors then showed why looking at user sessions is a more effective assessment for usage statistics specifically because sessions avoid many of the problems experienced with views or page views. The authors also argue that the internal statistics engine of DSpace is insufficient for effective usage statistics evaluation, and that digital collection evaluators should use Google Analytics to capture usage statistics. The authors also provide suggested metrics in Google Analytics to evaluate digital collections.

Literature Review

With the proliferation of digitization projects, there is an increasing need for digital collection assessment (Xie, 2006). It is difficult, however, to define what a good, quality digital library is because assessment standards depend on many aspects (Heradio et al., 2012; Moreira et al., 2009). The difficulty in defining what a quality digital library is has led to the development of many facets of digital library assessment, including database structure, network architecture, protocol interoperability, usability, information architecture, etc. (Tsakona et al., 2004; Tsakonas & Papatheodorou, 2011; Heradio et al., 2012).

Since there are no standard techniques and criteria for digital library or digital collection evaluation, previous research applied evaluation criteria from traditional libraries, human-computer interaction, digital repository system performance, and digital technologies (Xie, 2008). Most relevant studies adopt traditional approaches and criteria to examine common features of digital collection system, concentrating on evaluating the impacts of digital collection and systems on the scholar populations (Saracevic, 2000; Fuhr et al., 2001; Tsakonas & Papatheodorou, 2008; Zhang, 2010).
Traditionally, an effective way to assess a diverse physical library collection was to focus on two indicators, capacity and usage (Borin & Yi, 2008; Borin & Yi, 2011; Henry et al., 2008). The transition period from primarily print formats to primarily digital formats requires researchers to take account of this shifting landscape into collection evaluation (Borin & Yi, 2008). An influential publication on selecting collections for digitization written by a Harvard task force (Hazen et al., 1998) included the usage assessments of analog and digitized collection as a criterion, considering how much the collection is used and what the nature is of the use. Marchionini (2000) also suggested applying existing techniques and metrics to the evaluation of digital libraries, including circulation, collection size, and patron visits. Almost ten years later, in 2009, Ooghe and Moreels found that usage is still a criterion for digitized collections. Arendt and Wagner’s research in 2010 was a practical example of measuring digital usage, as it utilized Google Analytics to analyze geographical location of users of a digital collection.

In 2012, Schlosser and Stamper stated in their study that, although a number of articles have been written regarding usage measuring of library websites in general, almost two decades into library collection digitization programs there is not yet a significant body of literature regarding usage measurement of digitized collections. Schlosser and Stamper argue that librarians working with born-digital and digitized collections had fallen behind in measuring the use of their collections. However, increasing the usage of digital collections has always been a major goal for digital collection managers. Since usage measuring and evaluation of digital resources are challenging, Schlosser and Stamper requested that the libraries that do collect usage statistics on digital collections should share the methods and results with peers to help foster an environment where such data are collected and used.

Reviewing the literature, the evaluation of digital libraries has both theoretical and practical aspects (Marchionini, 2000). There is a gap, however, between evaluation theorists and evaluation practitioners since the developed models and concepts of digital library evaluation are not always applied in practical studies (Saracevic, 2004). Practical evaluation activities of digital libraries need to answer three essential questions: why evaluate, what to evaluate, and how to evaluate (Saracevic, 2004; Fuhr et al., 2007). Tsakonas and Papatheodorou (2008) expressed a similar concern, emphasizing that an evaluation activity depends on several parameters, including the purpose of the research, the macroscopic view of the evaluation, and the object of the evaluation.

Other usage assessment tools in the library world such as COUNTER have been created to deal with the problem of gathering usage statistics from third party applications (Blecic, Fiscella, & Wiberley, 2007; Bernon, 2008; Stewart, 2011). Such tools are designed specifically for subscription-based electronic resources instead of institutionally unique digital resources. That said, applications such as COUNTER will not work with digital collections because of the differences in third party applications and digital collections. One difference between digital collections and subscription based electronic resources is the issue that staff adding to the collection can pollute the usage statics in a digital collection, while in a subscription based electronic resources this is not a big problem because staff are not touching every item that is entered into each database. This staff use causes a number of problems that will be discussed in more detail below, but they are problems that are not faced by applications such as COUNTER. Because digital collections are typically open access collections, there is a greater chance of accidental use and a greater need to distinguish between different kinds of usage. With electronic resources, because of the nature of third party applications, their resources cannot be used by people who are not part of the organization that has
paid for the resources, greatly reducing the instances of accidental use. The often open access digital collections also rely heavily on how easy it is for search engines to crawl their content in order to make the materials discoverable. With third party systems, they usually have a self-contained search mechanism, or the materials are discoverable through a federated search. With these stated differences, digital collections act more like websites than electronic resources from third party systems, and web analytics software is best suited to evaluating the collections.

In a series of articles about web analytics tools, Marek (2011 Chapter 1) insisted that librarians must adopt a return-on-investment mindset to evaluate library services, including digital collections, to demonstrate digital resources made available through the website are constantly responding to trends and user needs. In a recent study of digital library assessment, Kelly (2014) concluded that studying web analytics has become one of the most prevalent techniques in digital library evaluation. There has been an exponential growth of web analytics tools in the past decade (Marek, 2011 Chapter 1). Many libraries have been using Google Analytics since it was released to the public in mid-2006 to measure their library website performance and to analyze user behaviors. This popularity can be traced to Google Analytics’ free availability, tremendous features, and ease of use (Fang, 2007; Marek, 2011, Chapter 1). Unlike other web analytics tools using server log files, Google Analytics collects information by inserting simple JavaScript codes into pages, which enables the tool to capture detailed demographic information that log files do not normally provide (Turner, 2010). However, the raw data and factual statistics from analytics tools only tell a portion of the story (Kaushik, 2010). Librarians and evaluators have to find their own ways to comprehend such information and to interpret the data by combining relevant analytics metrics and measurable indicators.

Methodology

Missing from the literature is a common standard to evaluate usage of digital collections. This lack of a common standard is due to some complex issues with web or usage statistics being applied to a digital library. While trying to develop an evaluation model for the local digital collections, the authors encountered five inherent problems that prohibit the assessment. By pointing out these problems that are commonly encountered in the process of digital collection evaluation, the authors also proposed solutions to address these issues.

Two different copies of DSpace housing different types of digital collections were used for this study. DSpace is a content management system created for institutional repositories that is being used by over 1,000 organizations worldwide (DSpace, 2015). The authors tried different methods of assessing usage statistics in order to identify the health of the collections and what audiences the collections served.

The first DSpace instance is the authors’ institutional repository, which housed 35,751 titles in 2015. Of those items, 20,082 were electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs). The rest of the collection is made up of faculty research, scholarly output from different institutes on campus, and a few digitized collections. This collection will be referred to as IR DSpace throughout the article. The second DSpace instance is a digital repository of digitized special collections from the same
university. In 2015, the collection contained 124,816 titles. The collection contains archival materials such as correspondence, photographs, and newspapers. This collection will be referred to as SC DSpace throughout the article. Both DSpace instances were connected to Google Analytics for three years, from 2012 to 2014, and those usage statistics were used for this evaluation.

Google Analytics Terminology

Before delving into the specifics of usage statistics, the authors would like to clarify the Google Analytics terminology that will be used throughout the article.

Users and Session(s)

Just as a physical library tracks how many patrons walk through the doors, Google Analytics uses the Users and Active Users metrics to track user interaction with a site (Google, 2015). Site users take part in “sessions” with the elements of the website. Analytics begins timing these sessions from the moment a user arrives on the site (Google, 2015). In a physical library, the equivalent of a session would be the entire time that someone was inside that library. If that person left the building, that would be the end of the session. A new session would begin when they walked back into the building. Alternatively, if someone fell asleep in the building for at least 30 minutes, that would also be the end of the session. The new session would begin when they woke back up.

Pageviews

Each instance of a page being loaded or reloaded in a browser is measured by Pageviews (Google, 2015). This would be the physical equivalent of counting every page read in a book or in a library. One person could sit down and read a 300 page book, and that would count at 300 page views. That same person could look at the first page of 300 books, and that would also count as 300 page views.

Bounce Rate

A very important metric in tracking digital collection usage is the bounce rate. “Bounce Rate is the percentage of single-page sessions (i.e. sessions in which the person left your site from the entrance page without interacting with the page).” (Google, 2015). In a physical library, the equivalent would be someone walking in the door, realizing they were in the wrong building, and walking right back out. Their brief stay would still count on the gate count, as the visit still counts in usage stats, but the visit would not be substantial use of the building.

Inherent Problems in Usage Assessment when using Views or Pageviews

Digital collection usage statistics can be evaluated from two different perspectives. Either the usage can be viewed from the perspective of individual users in terms of sessions or from the
perspective of the item in terms of views or page views. The authors found the following problems with looking at usage from views or page views.

**Problem 1: Distinguishing Different Kinds of Traffic**

A problem with both external web statistics software and content management systems’ (CMS) statistics engines is that they do not distinguish between staff use and patron use. While Google Analytics does have an option to restrict certain IP ranges, for academic institutions staff usage and patron usage may come from the same range of IPs. Staff working on digital collections can block the IP address for their computers, but depending on how they connect to the network, their machine may be issued a new IP address. One way to address this issue when analyzing the numbers is to develop a filter using the browser, the operating system, and the network that matches the staff computers so that their usage numbers can be removed from the statistics. However, this method cannot be 100% accurate. The alternative way to handle the problem is to make sure staff are aware of their own effect on the statistics and take steps to reduce that effect in reports. At the authors’ institution, Google Analytics is attached to DSpace. Staff usage can be distinguished because staff work in pages that have “/admin” in the URLs, so those views can be removed manually from the total usage count because patrons cannot access the admin pages.

[Table 1]

Even though patrons cannot access the /admin pages, a lot of non-admin page use can be linked to staff use by looking at sessions and their network.

[Table 2]

In tables 1 and 2, removing obvious staff use makes it look like the SC DSpace gets nearly twice the use that the IR DSpace gets, but the situation is reversed when the data is viewed through sessions. This shows that staff use is difficult to remove in page views, but can be removed to an extent when viewing the data through sessions. Removing the staff use by network is only possible by using an external web analytics software like Google Analytics as DSpace’s native interface does not capture enough information about the usage to know what network a user has come in from.

Another traffic issue is that the CMS statistics engines do not distinguish between accidental traffic and meaningful traffic without using external tracking software. Digital collection evaluators cannot simply look at the numbers of a collection and compare them alone. Evaluators have to take other statistics into consideration such as “Pages per Session”, “Average Session Duration”, and “Bounce Rate”. These kinds of statistics can help evaluators determine the quality of usage, but such statistics are typically only available from external analytics software. Content management systems’ internal statistics engines usually only count views and downloads. This means that if usage statistics are going to be used and evaluated based on quality of usage, an external web statistics software must be used. External web analytics software requires some technical experience to install, and some level of training to interpret after the point. Ideally, the digital library community can develop a few library specific usage assessment metrics and integrate the metrics
into content management systems for the convenience of digital collection curators to evaluate their collections. Until then, Google Analytics can fill in this gap.

[Table 3]

The above table shows that the bounce rate has a profound effect on the page views. These accidental bounces, when removed, reveal a more accurate number. The bounce rate is not a metric used by DSpace, meaning the only way to get it is to use an external web assessment tool. However, removing the bounce rate does not remove staff use. In 2014, the SC DSpace’s collection curators started batch loading collections. This uploading process resulted in a surge in page views that were solely staff use, making the collection look healthier than it was, even with the bounced views removed.

Problem 2: Items May Have Multiple URLs

Another problem with usage statistics in digital collections is that when an external analytics software is used, it may identify a number of different URLs per digital item. For example, in DSpace, there is a URL for the main site, the individual collection pages, and within each item exists a different URL for the short metadata record, the full metadata record, and the attached item itself. All of these URLs refer to the same item. Any usage on any of these URLs should be counted as usage to this one item. An example is listed below.

**Short Record URL**: [insert URL]

**Full Record URL**: [insert URL]

**Item URL**: [insert URL]

**Handle URI**: [insert URL]

In DSpace’s internal statistics software, it identifies these URLs as connected, but it also does not record the other statistics that are useful to evaluate the quality of usage. Google Analytics sees these as individual URLs and does not link them to the same item. Therefore, it is currently impossible to take DSpace usage from a system like Google Analytics and identify usage per item. Usage per item rather than usage per URL is more reasonable when interpreting statistics. DSpace does track usage per item but does not provide the extra information that Google Analytics does. Because of this, even though Google Analytics cannot provide a usage per item statistic, it is still the better tool for evaluating the quality of use on a whole digital collection or whole digital library.

Problem 3: Bias in Usage Statistics

Because view and page view statistics are taken on URLs instead of items, there is another problem inherent with usage statistics – usage statistics are only counted in the positive. Ideally, to do a meaningful evaluation the items that received usage should be compared to the number of items that receive no usage. Usage statistics do not show how many items or URLs received no usage. As a result, large collections will appear to have more usage than smaller collections simply
because they have a greater number of URLs, even if the percentage of usage per item is lower than the smaller collection. For example, in a collection of 10,000 items where each has three URLs, each URL getting one view in one year will result in 30,000 views. However, in a smaller collection of 10 items where each item has three URLs, each URL receiving 10 views within a year will result in 300 views for the whole collection. The absolute usage statistics of the smaller collection looks much worse than for the larger collection, but comparing to the size of the collection, the smaller collection is more valuable.

A few heavily used items may skew the results to be more positive than they should be, creating a bias towards those items and collections. For example, in a collection of 100 items where most items get 3 views in a year but one item gets 4,000, that single item with 4,000 views skews the total number of views to look more positive for the whole collection. The collection may look like it is receiving 4,300 views at first glance, but upon that one item’s removal, the total views come down to 300. One item receiving 4,000 views over a couple of months can make it seem like the whole collection is suddenly more popular when in reality it is a fluke. A collection with a few heavily used items is not going to evaluate as well as a collection that has more generalized usage, one can assume. So, it is important to measure the breadth of usage in the collection (how many items in the collection are being used) rather than just the total number of hits the collection receives.

In the IR DSpace, the second most-viewed item has received 4,712 views (as reported by DSpace’s native statistics engine) since it was put up in 2012, but the item itself is an unavailable, embargoed ETD. Google Analytics shows the item has only received 113 page views since it was put up. If the collection was being evaluated using the DSpace interface, this item would skew the results as it has gathered four thousand views despite not being available. This example shows that when looking at “views” or “page views” a few items can skew the results of a whole collection to look more positive than they are.

**Problem 4: Different Kinds of Collections Act Differently with Search Engines**

The length of time a collection is up can affect the usage statistics. Search engines get better over time at identifying information seekers’ interests in the content, so fewer visits get to the collection by accident. Search engines also constantly update their algorithms to produce more accurate results, therefore an older collection should have different accidental usage than a newer collection. This results in some collections getting less overall use, but the use they do get is higher quality over time. In order to address this issue, the Bounce Rate can be used in evaluation. The lower the Bounce Rate, the more high quality use is reaching the collections. Bounce Rate is the percentage of single-page sessions where the users do not interact with the page at all (Google, 2015). The Bounce Rate is a measure of accidental usage because a URL is viewed but the user backed out and only spent a few seconds on the page. For digital collections, Bounce Rate is particularly useful since getting to an item usually requires the user to click on the item from a page, meaning that users have to interact with a page to get the information they want. Bounce rates from the two systems the researchers investigate are shown in Table 4.

[Table 4]
It is clear from Table 4 that the Bounce Rate for both collection is trending down, which means that they are getting higher quality use despite possibly losing total number of views. While Bounce Rate can help evaluators start to understand how effective their collections are to their patrons, it can also be difficult to understand. A low bounce rate is good until it is too low. A bounce rate below 25% can mean the tracking software may not be set up correctly (Peyton, 2014).

Collections that are complete and not being updated (called static collections) will be treated differently than actively growing collections by search engines. Search engines prioritize websites that update frequently (Google, 2010), which means growing collections will get prioritized over static collections and can receive more usage as a result. Usage for static digital collections tends to go down from year to year as the collection reaches its target audience. Someone using a digital collection once might never need to revisit the collection, so from year to year usage could drop off. This drop off can be confusing to digital collection evaluators as it looks like the collection is failing and in need of more marketing, but in fact the collection has reached its intended audience and may have fulfilled the majority of its purpose.

The time period for selection also makes a big difference in the results. The time of year that statistics are taken can make usage statistics look better or worse than they actually are. The smaller the time frame, the more likely it will make the collection either look like it is performing better or worse than it really is. However, gauging usage across the entire life of a collection is meaningless unless there is something to compare it to. For example, if a collection up for three years has 100,000 views, it is difficult for digital collection evaluators to determine if 100,000 views is successful or not without a measure. Ideally, evaluators need to break up the time period into even segments and compare the collection’s usage across those segments. The problem is identifying the length of the segments.

The fluctuations of the academic calendar make even using a month as an evaluation time segment problematic. A digital collection may receive more than normal usage in the weeks before finals of an academic semester, but receive less than normal usage in the first month of the summer break. There are two ways of handling this problem: either by comparing the collection to itself in the same month the year previous or by increasing the time segment for evaluation. The ideal time frame for evaluation should be one full year, but this means that collections have to be up for a minimum of two years before they can be evaluated.

**Problem 5: Human Bias towards Positive Results**

Digital collection evaluators hope to have statistics to show that their collection improves over time. They want simple numbers that they can interpret to mean what they already want. Evaluators are subject to confirmation bias, meaning they will tend to read statistics as conveying what they want them to mean. This bias means that often people focus on total number of views of a collection over time. The number will always get bigger, so it always looks like the collection is improving, and it always appears impressive. However, these total numbers do not necessarily tell evaluators the number of quality visits or distinguish between bounced traffic and regular traffic. It is the number administrators and donors want to hear, but it is not a valid number for an effective evaluation.
DSpace’s internal statistics engine caters to the human bias toward positive results by only providing very limited statistics at the main level and limited statistics at the community level. DSpace does provide “Total Visits per Month” for seven months’ worth of statistics. After that, it provides “top country views” and “top city views”. It is not possible from the user interface to select a period of time to review, and all the statistics are kept in terms of views instead of sessions, meaning that staff use cannot be removed from the results. DSpace also does not track the quality of use (by tracking things like Bounce Rate), so any usage at all will count toward this total. The collections in DSpace appear to be more heavily used than they really are. While the statistics are enough to provide large numbers to library administration, they lack the complexity to use for evaluation purposes.

Usage statistics of digital collections are complicated, and numbers that decrease will likely be discouraging, even if the decreased usage the collection is getting is more meaningful. The final problem with usage statistics is that evaluators are tempted to resist numbers or trends they perceive as negative instead of pausing to understand the context of the numbers.

**Proposed Solution: Counting Sessions by Location and Network**

After addressing all the problems with page views, the authors decided to look at the collections from the perspective of the users by looking at sessions. This method looked promising as many of the page view problems were no longer an issue. Staff use was easier to identify and remove by looking at the Sessions by Network. For the evaluation of sessions by network, the total number of sessions was recorded and the total number of sessions from the institution network were recorded. The institution network sessions were subtracted from the total sessions to get the sessions from other networks.

[Table 5]

[Table 6]

Using the network to remove the staff use made it clearer how much growth in usage was due to increased use by patrons and how much of it was due to increased production by the two organizations putting information into the systems. The problem in Table 1 where the SC DSpace had started generating more page views from staff use does not show up as a problem in Table 6. The number of sessions from outside the institution network in 2014 felt reasonable. This number is far more valuable to the SC DSpace administrators as it gives them the equivalent of a digital gate count and it shows consistent growth.

Interestingly, in Table 5, the IR DSpace lost non-staff usage from 2013 to 2014. The authors looked at the session data in terms of location to try to determine why that usage decreased. First, they recorded the total number of sessions and removed the home country sessions. This was the number used for the international sessions. The home state statistics were removed from the home country, the home city statistics were removed from the home state. This was done to show the audiences independently in order to more clearly show growing or shrinking audience.

The staff use in both Table 7 and Table 8 is limited to the usage in the Home City. The authors realized they could do a custom report by adding a secondary dimension to the Google
Analytics Location Report to combine the sessions by network and the sessions by location in order to remove the staff use from the home city.

[Table 7]

[Table 8]

In Table 7, the usage inside the home state (discounting the home city) clearly increased, while it was also clear that the greatest loss of audience was from the international sessions from 2013 to 2014. In Table 8, the SC DSpace has quickly gained a larger audience in the home state. Considering the collection’s scope is regional in nature, this is a good sign for the health of the collection. Both collections showed a small audience gain in the home city (after removing staff use). The home state audience has apparently consistently grown with both collections.

The institution network usage by location and the institution network usage report in Tables 5 and 6 produced different numbers. This difference is because the sessions were limited by location in Tables 7 and 8 whereas Tables 5 and 6 were only limited by network. Because the authors’ institution is a broad organization, the institution network exists outside the city. Therefore, the method used in table 7 and 8 is the most accurate way of removing staff use from sessions.

Conclusion

Digital collections are typically put online to be used, and as such it is vital to develop a method to evaluate usage statistics effectively. Developing good methods that take into account the five problems addressed above should help digital collection evaluators identify problems with their collections or make administrative decisions about collections or how to market them. Without good digital collection usage statistics metrics, administrators are in the dark about the impact and value of their digital collections. Consequently, being ignorant of such impact and value makes budgeting and resource allocation nothing more than a guessing game.

Evaluating usage based on views or page views can be problematic because it is difficult to remove staff use and connect the URL usage to the items. Instead, institutions should look at their usage statistics through sessions or user perspective. With the method provided, audience evaluation can be made easier and allow administrators to put their resources towards collections that have a greater impact. Digital collection evaluators need to connect their resources to Google Analytics and learn how to use web analytics software.

Each digital collection evaluator should be looking for ways to address the proposed problems with usage statistics on their unique system. The authors suggest, after Google Analytics has been connected to a digital library for two years, that those who are administrators of digital collections in DSpace attempt to do the same Sessions by Network and Location evaluation suggested in this article to see if the evaluation is helpful for their institution’s needs.
Limitations and Further Research

Even when looking at sessions instead of views or page views, quality users or sessions are still difficult to quantify. For example, a collection could have 100,000 people glance at it but that does not mean as much as one researcher using the collection to write a book. In a physical library or archive, this researcher is visible by sitting in a reading room, requesting items from interlibrary loan service, or in some way interacting with librarians or archivists. Online, this quality user gets muddled with the others. Methods for identifying high quality use versus casual use need to be developed. Moreover, this evaluation was done only on DSpace. It is thus not clear if this evaluation method would work on other collection management systems.

The digital library community needs to develop its own metrics to evaluate digital collection usage that takes into account how different digital collections are from business websites, news websites, or blogs, which typically only care about the total number of views from month to month. For digital collections, it is not just about views, but about quality usage. Perhaps more important than developing common metrics is the need for the digital library community to become better at sharing experiences of how their institutions evaluate digital collections usage statistics. An informal discussion at conferences and conventions over coffee or a meal can help bridge differences and help the community solve these problems.
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